This indicates a whole gradation of mean lives extending from that of the regular lines whose mean life before emission is of the order of 10-8 seconds to that of the nebular lines whose mean life before emission must be of the order of a second or more.
per unit time and longer life, even comparable perhaps with that of the nebular lines. This indicates a whole gradation of mean lives extending from that of the regular lines whose mean life before emission is of the order of 10-8 seconds to that of the nebular lines whose mean life before emission must be of the order of a second or more. In a paper appearing in 1924, Lunt' has given the measurements and intensities of the germanium lines appearing in the spectrum from a discharge tube containing Ge C14 and also the It will be seen that all of the terms are regular with the exception of 5D which does not seem to fit into the scheme. It was also found that the value of the 4P terms calculated by means of the lines in the 4P-4D and 4P-5D groups does not correspond well to the value obtained from the S combinations as described above.
The ordinary terms such as are discussed above all converge to the singlet S term of Ge III the approximate value of which is 259,068 cm.r The lines found corresponding to combinations of these terms are almost all first members of the well-known series and all arise from the single 4p electron being shifted to 4d, 4f, 5s, etc., orbits while the two 4s electrons remain in the 4s orbits. But Further confirmation of the identification of these groups in Ge II was sought in the spectrum of As III by the use of Moseley lines employing VoL. 14, 1928 the values for Ga I from Fowler's report. All the main groups in As have been located in this way and a further report will be made on the spectrum. 
